ABSTRACT: In this paper, WiFi intelligent lighting system is divided into three parts, Android client of WiFi lighting system, WiFi system design and service terminal design of WiFi communication system. Design concepts of the three parts are also analyzed. The design sketch and the comprehensive operating process of WiFi lighting system are provided in the end.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional lighting system has such problems as inconvenient control and complex wiring. Now the popularization of intelligent mobile phone has driven the development of intelligent electronic products like intelligent switch. So lighting can be controlled by downloaded client software as long as there is WiFi. Based on this principle, a fast and convenient intelligent lighting system can be constructed through WiFi and the combination of mobile phone and light control terminal. An indoor lighting control system contains mobile phone client software, an AP server and a light control terminal. At present, ordinary switches are mainly used in domestic lighting control. Infrared remote control and RF remote control are realized in a minority of regions. All these control system requires a great deal of human and financial resources. With its high speed of communication, simple layout and increasingly wide application, WiFi is now becoming popularized in domestic telecommunications companies. Besides, 4G network merges 3G network and WIFI technology together [1] . That is to say, WIFI lighting control system will become the mainstream of intelligent lighting system.
WIFI INTELLIGENT LIGHTING DESIGN WITH ANDROID OPERATING SYSTEM AS AN EXAMPLE
According to the design, the system structure can be divided into three parts, Android client design, WiFi system design and the connection design of WiFi -lamps. The structural diagram is shown in Figure 1 . Android client is not only the control interface of users but also the interface of human-computer interactions. It concerns the success of a system design that whether the operating interface is able to provide complete functions, convenient operations and comfort or not. Therefore, the design of Android client pays more attention on requirements of usage.
System hardware design includes WiFi module selection and configuration circuit design. It can be known from Figure 1 that WiFi communication design is the intermediate link connecting the whole WiFi lighting system, which establishes a wireless network. It plays the role of a connecting link in the whole system. The modernized intelligent lighting control system is realized through the function of WiFi wireless control. Configuration circuit design includes WiFi module interface circuit and interface circuit design of lamps.
ANDROID CLIENT DESIGN OF WIFI LIGHTING SYSTEM
Whether the WiFi lighting system is intelligent or not is reflected in the Android client of the lighting system. Humanity, artistry and practicality of users control interface directly reflect merits and demerits of the system design. There are still a great many requirements on system functions except for the above-mentioned ones. Whether functions of an operating system are improved or not must be judged from different aspects. Functional requirements and macro demands of the Android client of WiFi lighting system are specifically displayed in Figure 2 . It can be known from Figure 2 that Android client of WIFI lighting system is mainly designed from four objective requirements. Real-time design includes transmission of control information in space, independent real-time control of family lighting sets, and attribute adjustment of lighting sets. The feedback speed of the three to the system is extremely fast. Most feedbacks are pain spots of users experience. So it requires a lot on real-time performance. The design of consistency mainly satisfies three aspects, the establishment of users information confirmation and login system, real-time group control of family lighting sets and real-time adding and adjustment, so as to ensure the precision of client operation. Security design mainly involves the establishment of users information confirmation and login system and local area network settings, guaranteeing using rights and information of users and preventing family lighting from outside interference. Humanized system design is mainly reflected in real-time group control of family lighting sets, real-time adding and adjustment of family lighting sets and reasonable design of system operation interface. It provides direct operating guide for users so as to make operations convenient.
WIFI SYSTEM DESIGN OF WIFI LIGHTING

Selection of WiFi modules
WiFi system communication design is the connecting link of the whole WiFi lighting system, which establishes a wireless network and transmits information for the whole system. A modernized and intelligent lighting control system is realized through WiFi wireless control function. There are three parts of WiFi system design, selection of WIFI modules, establishment of AP server and WiFi communication terminal design. The following parameters, as shown in Figure  3 , are evaluated for the selection of WiFi modules. It can be known from Figure 3 that three aspects like module attribute parameters and system design cost are mainly considered in the selection of WiFi modules. Signal transmission speed, distance and sensitivity of wireless parameters are important links that guarantee WiFi system operation performance. Dimensions of hardware, working voltage and the application of interface parameters make the use of system more comfortable and convenient. The selection of price and commodity evaluation can further choose cost-effective modules so as to reduce the production cost of the system.
Establishment of the AP server of WiFi communication system
AP server, namely the processing center of data transmission, provides WiFi signal connecting hotspots for the communication system. It is the intermediate link of the whole WiFi lighting system connecting lighting set and Android client, selecting and processing input information before outputting. A classic AP server is constructed through an applicable single chip and WiFi modules connected through serial ports. As the memory chip of the server, EEPROM is rewritable and guarantees system communication.
AT24C64 is selected as the memory module of AP server to store all the power saving data of WiFi lighting sets and Android client. The structural diagram of AP server is shown in Figure 4 . 
SERVICE TERMINAL DESIGN OF WIFI COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
The difference between the service terminal of WiFi communication system and AP server is that the terminal does not need a memory chip because the memory space STM8103S of itself is able to satisfy the basic storage requirement. The design sketch of the service terminal of the communication system is presented in Figure 5 . STM8S103 is connected by the CPU and WiFi modules through serial ports so as to input and output data. Users design interfaces of lighting sets by themselves so that the service terminal can be adaptable to lighting sets of various types. The design of indicator lights and operating buttons is finished by the single chip. The interface of lighting sets transmits instructions by emitting PWM wave through light dimming drive module. Power modules of lighting sets are selected according to current and voltage of each lighting set. The comprehensive operation is carried out after the completion of the entire lighting system design, including various functional operation test like switching on and off of lamps, parameters modification of lamps, client and server, etc. The flow diagram is shown in Figure 6 . The system is able to obtain information from AP server directly instead of the terminal during its reset.
The operating process of WiFi intelligent lighting system is presented as follows. Firstly, log in the user name on an Android mobile phone. Send operating instructions to AP server after the connection. AP server then analyzes and processes information before transmitting to WiFi communication system terminal. When the WiFi-LED operation is completed, information is transmitted back to AP server and finally fed back to the client of mobile phone for the next operation after the confirmation. 6 CONCLUSION
